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Many organisms have geographical distributions extending from the tropics
to near polar regions or can experience up to 308C temperature variation
within the lifespan of an individual. Two forms of evolutionary adaptation
to such wide ranges in ambient temperatures are frequently discussed: local
adaptation and phenotypic plasticity. The freshwater planktonic crustacean
Daphnia magna, whose range extends from South Africa to near arctic sites,
shows strong phenotypic and genotypic variation in response to temperature. In this study, we use D. magna clones from 22 populations (one clone
per population) ranging from latitude 08 (Kenya) to 668 North (White Sea)
to explore the contributions of phenotypic plasticity and local adaptation
to high temperature tolerance. Temperature tolerance was studied as knockout time (time until immobilization, Timm) at 378C in clones acclimatized to
either 208C or 288C. Acclimatization to 288C strongly increased Timm, testifying to adaptive phenotypic plasticity. At the same time, Timm significantly
correlated with average high temperature at the clones’ sites of origin,
suggesting local adaptation. As earlier studies have found that haemoglobin expression contributes to temperature tolerance, we also quantified
haemoglobin concentration in experimental animals and found that both
acclimatization temperature (AccT) and temperature at the site of origin are positively correlated with haemoglobin concentration. Furthermore, Daphnia from
warmer climates upregulate haemoglobin much more strongly in response to
AccT, suggesting local adaptation for plasticity in haemoglobin expression.
Our results show that both local adaptation and phenotypic plasticity contribute
to temperature tolerance, and elucidate a possible role of haemoglobin in
mediating these effects that differs along a cold–warm gradient.
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Among abiotic factors that affect living organisms, temperature plays a unique
role because of its profound effect on the organisms’ biochemistry and physiology through fundamental physical and chemical constraints [1,2]. Most
species experience daily or seasonal temperature changes and are generally
assumed to have temperature ranges in which they perform best, whereas
exposure to temperatures outside this range has costs [1,3,4]. Many poikilotherms experience enormous daily and seasonal variation in temperature,
which will select for minimizing the fitness costs associated with the exposure
to suboptimal temperatures. Selection for tolerance to suboptimal temperatures
may take two forms of evolutionary responses: phenotypic plasticity or local
adaptation. Plasticity is the ability of a genotype to adjust its metabolism and
physiology in response to current environmental conditions [5,6]. In local adaptation, on the other hand, populations show genetic differences for temperature
tolerance corresponding to location-specific temperature variations, e.g. local
mean or maximum temperature [7–11]. Local adaptation and phenotypic plasticity may evolve together [12 –16] and it is often difficult to disentangle their
relative contributions [13,17,18]. Furthermore, phenotypic plasticity may also
adapt locally. It has been suggested that the interplay between plastic response
and local adaptation with regard to temperature will be key in determining the
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linked to the animal’s ability to upregulate haemoglobin
levels in response to higher temperature.

2. Material and methods

(a) General experimental procedure
Neonates from mass cultures of each of the 22 Daphnia clones
were placed into 400 ml jars with ADAM water medium [49]. For
each clone-by-acclimatization temperature treatment combination,
12 400 ml replicate jars were set up. Jars were stored in constant
temperature incubators at two acclimatization temperatures (hereafter AccT), 208C and 288C. The 288C treatment was chosen as the
upper limit at which all clones continued to reproduce and complete
a life cycle for at least two generations based on a pilot experiment.
Water was replaced in the jars twice weekly, and 5  107 cells of chemostat grown green algae Scenedesmus sp. were supplied daily.
Neonates produced in these acclimatization jars were collected
within a 24 h window and transferred to fresh jars with 20 individuals per 400 ml jar. These individuals were used in the experiments
as adults (females carrying their second–fourth clutch). Thus, the
acclimatization to temperature period lasted for one whole generation. For each of the experimental blocks, we used only one
animal per jar per experiment to avoid pseudo-replication.
The knockout time or time until immobilization (hereafter
Timm) was measured as in [25]. Briefly, up to 3 h before Timm was
assessed, individual adult females were each transferred into a
50 ml cell culture flask, containing medium at the AccT. To estimate Timm, all flasks were placed simultaneously into a water
bath adjusted to 378C with spatial randomization over clones
and treatments. The water bath allowed us to monitor up to 46
animals in a single block. For experiments with more than 46 replicates, we performed a block design, with all treatment and clone
combination being present in every block. The Daphnia’s swimming activity was monitored every 1–2 min, starting at 20 min
after the flasks were immersed into the water bath (i.e. approx.
10 min after the water inside the flasks reached 378C). Timm was
recorded as the time from first placing the flasks into the 378C
water bath until the time when the Daphnia lay with no movement
visible to the naked eye on the bottom of the flask.

(b) Main experiment on local adaptation and
adaptive plasticity
Our main experiment consisted of a series of 11 blocks to test for
the effect of Daphnia clone (n ¼ 22) and AccTs, resulting in a total
of 484 measurements. We performed up to four blocks a day,
with all blocks of an experiment run within a 4 day interval.
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Daphnia magna reproduces by cyclic parthenogenesis, which makes
it particularly suitable for the studies of both local adaptation
and phenotypic plasticity [46–48]. Twenty-two parthenogenetic
clones from 22 geographically distinct populations of D. magna
were used in this study (table 1), representing a broad range of geographical origins, from a tropical lake in Kenya, to a pond in the
extreme continental climate of Yakutia, East Siberia, Russia. Most
clones, however, originated from sites in Europe and the Middle
East. A single clone from each population was randomly chosen
among clones maintained in the Daphnia clone collection at the
University of Basel. This may represent a bias in clonal selection,
as clones unable to cope with laboratory conditions might have
gone extinct. Using public weather archives, we obtained multiyear average monthly high and low air temperatures from the
weather station nearest to the sampling sites. All such stations are
located within 50 km from the sampling site (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1 for sources and other details of the
clones’ origins) and at approximately the same elevation.
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fate of species and populations exposed to global temperature
increase [9]. To understand this interplay requires common
garden experiments with sufficient acclimatization time and
experimental control over genetic variation.
Recent predictions about the likely effects of climate change
on plankton communities [19,20] have revitalized intensive
research on the response of these organisms to temperature
shifts [11,15,21]. Among them, studies of geographical variation in Daphnia have provided evidence for both phenotypic
plasticity and genetic population differentiation [22–25].
However, despite ample genetic variation among genotypes
and populations, no evidence for local adaptation was found
in this system. This is surprising, given that these freshwater
planktonic crustaceans are found in standing waters around
the world [26]. For example, Daphnia magna, the focus of
this study, has a continuous geographical range from South
Africa to near-arctic sites with average local temperatures
differing by more than 208C. How a species copes with such
strong environmental variation is a key question. If it copes
only by phenotypic plasticity, then global temperature changes
within the plastic tolerance range will not threaten the survival
of local populations. However, if populations show a signature
of adaptation to local temperatures, then global warming will
put local populations under stress. It is therefore necessary to
conduct studies that allow us to disentangle local adaptation
and phenotypic plastic response to temperature.
Studies on local adaptation to temperature often use the
population’s latitude of origin as a proxy for climatic conditions
[27–29]. For freshwater organisms, latitude is, however, not a
very good estimate of the temperature experienced at local
sites, as it does not consider the local climate or the altitude
in which populations are found. Furthermore, the growth
season may differ geographically. Species that are active
during summer in cold climates may be active during winter
in warmer climate. All these considerations apply to Daphnia
[30–33]. To get a more accurate sense of temperature at local
sites, in this study, we use long-term temperature records
from local weather stations near our sampled populations.
A second problem often encountered in temperature local
adaptation studies is the nature of the biological traits assessed.
Life-history fitness components such as growth, maturation and
fecundity are known to adapt to local demographic conditions
such as food availability or predator pressure [34–37] and thus
may disguise patterns of local adaptation to temperature. We
therefore use short-term ability to tolerate extreme temperatures, a concept used successfully to test for local adaptation
in other aquatic systems [10,38,39], where the key variable is
the ability to maintain elementary body functions under such
extremes. Here, we test the tolerance of D. magna to lethally
high temperatures (378C, which is deadly after several hours),
assessing the time span individuals are able to keep swimming
when exposed to this temperature.
In this study, we use the time to immobility to test
whether D. magna populations are adapted to the local temperature conditions (i.e. local adaptation) and whether they are
able to physiologically acclimatize to higher temperature (i.e.
adaptive phenotypic plasticity). We found strong evidence
for both types of adaptation. Upregulation of haemoglobin
expression is a well-known plastic response to elevated temperatures in invertebrates, including Daphnia, serving as a
mechanism both to increase oxygen supply and, possibly,
to protect tissues from oxidation damage [25,40– 45]. Therefore, we also tested the degree to which our results are
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Table 1. Geographical origins of Daphnia magna clones used in temperature tolerance experiments.

location

latitude

longitude

meters abovesea level

average highest
temperature (88C)

KE-1-1
IL-M1-8

Kenya
Jerusalem, Israel

08 260 2500
318 42’ 52"

358 180 1600
358 3’ 03"

2172
603

25
30

IR-GG1-7
FR-C1-1

Lake Guru-göl, Iran
Camargue, France

378 54’ 55"
438 35’ 30"

468 41’ 58"
48 35’ 19"

1905
5

31
27

IT-ISR1-8

San Rossore, Pisa, Italy

438 41’ 31"

108 17’ 20"

2

30

CH-H-149
DE-Iinb-1a

Frauenfeld, Switzerland
Ismaning, carp pond, Germany

478 33’ 29"
488 12’ 22"

88 51’ 43"
118 42’ 03"

439
497

25
24

DE-K35-Mu11
BE-OM-2

Ismaning, pond K-3-35, Germany
Heverlee, Belgium

488 12’ 24"
508 51’ 48’’

118 42’ 35"
48 43’ 17’’

497
26

24
23

GB-EL75-69
BY-G1-9

London, UK
Gomel, Belarus

518 30’ 26’’
528 25’ 05’’

208 7’ 39’’
318 00’ 26’’

17
140

20
25

RU-RM1-009

Moscow, Russia

558 45’ 49"

378 34’ 54"

146

23

FI-N-47-20
FI-Xinb-3a,b

Tvärminne, Finland
Tvärminne, Finland

598 49’ 30’’
598 49’ 30’’

238 14’ 00’’
238 14’ 00’’

4
5

20
20

FI-FAT-1-6
FI-FSP1-16-2

Aland Island, Trebaren, Finland
Suur-Pellinki, Finland

608 02’ 00’’
608 10’ 04’’

198 54’ 00’’
258 47’ 41’’

4
4

21
23

FI-FHS2-11-8

Haapasaari, Finland

608 16’ 26’’

278 13’ 08’’

3

21

FI-FUT1-2-1
SE-G1-9b

Ulko-Tammio, Finland
east coast island, Sweden

608 20’ 50’’
608 25’ 18’’

278 28’ 44’’
188 30’ 37’’

19
10

21
21

RU-YAK1-1
RU-BOL1-1

Yakutia, Russia
Bolshoj Asaﬁy Island, White Sea, Russia

618 57’ 43"
668 25’ 17"

1298 39’ 51"
338 50’ 55"

101
3

25
17

RU-KOR1-1

Korablik Island, White Sea, Russia

668 25’ 52"

338 47’ 00"

3

17

Clones used in short-term nutritional status assay.
Clones used in long-term nutritional status assay.

b

(c) Testing for the effect of potentially
confounding factors
Keeping animals at two different temperatures is not possible
without introducing confounding factors that covary with temperature. For example, at higher temperatures, animals have
higher food demands, differ in body size at a given age, and
vary in age and size at maturity. Therefore, we performed experiments to test for the influence of age and nutritional condition
on Timm. We used only subsets of the 22 clones to adjust for
availability of material and logistical limitations.
Feeding rate and caloric requirements of Daphnia are also
strongly dependent on water temperature [50]. Furthermore,
we may also have caused short-term food stress when transferring Daphnia from their acclimatization jars to the bottles
in which we assessed Timm, as the animals received no food in
the test bottles. Therefore, we conducted two experiments
in which we manipulated food levels for a subset of three
clones in each AccT treatment. Short-term nutritional status
was manipulated by transferring acclimatized adult females to
fresh water in 400 ml medium 8 h before their Timm assessment.
They were then fed either 50  106 green algae cells or kept
unfed. For long-term manipulation of the nutritional status, neonates from acclimatized cultures were collected, placed into fresh
water and supplied with either 1  108 cells per day (high nutrition treatment) or 2.50  106 cells per day (low nutrition
treatment) of the green algae Scenedesmus sp. Neonates produced
in these different feeding and temperature acclimatization conditions were collected within a 24 h window, transferred to jars

with fresh water and kept under the same food regimes. These
individuals were then used in the experiment as adults.

(d) Haemoglobin concentration
Haemoglobin concentration is known to play a role in high
temperature tolerance in Daphnia [42,43,51]. To quantify the contribution of haemoglobin expression on both acclimatization and
geographical differences in Timm, we measured haemoglobin concentration in whole bodies of Daphnia from the same 22 clones
acclimatized to the experimental temperatures. Single Daphnia
(four replicates per clone per AccT) were homogenized on ice in
1.5 microcentrifuge vials containing 50 ml of Tris–HCl buffer, pH
7.2. After centrifuging the vials at 14 000 rpm for 6 min, we transferred 50 ml of supernatant from each vial into a 384-well plate
and measured the absorbance spectrum on a Tecan Infinite M200
spectrophotometer from 230 to 660 nm at 2 nm using a 3  3 grid
of beams, five flashes in each within 20 min after centrifugation.
Tris–HCl buffer was used as the blank, and commercial haemoglobin samples as standards. Total protein concentration was
measured with samples from the same supernatant using the
Bradford method (Sigma-Aldrich).
From the recorded spectra, we calculated total haem-containing
protein (globins, P450 cytochromes, peroxidases) concentration from
absorbance at 414 nm and relative height of haemoglobin-specific
peak at 576 nm as H576 ¼ A576 – (A560 þ A600)/2.
Peak height was then normalized by total protein concentration. We report here only the results obtained using relative
peak height at 576 nm (H576), as results based on relative peak
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heights at 414 nm and 540 nm were, similar to those obtained
with the 576 nm absorbance.

5.5

4
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(e) Statistical analysis

3. Results
(a) Main experiment on local adaptation and
adaptive plasticity
Time until immobilization at 378C (Timm) increased strongly
with AccT (208C versus 288C; figure 1 and table 2). It also
increased with AHT_warmest at the sites of origin of our
D. magna clones (figure 1 and table 2). The linear model predicting Timm by AccT and AHT_warmest at the geographical
origin of clones explain 81% of the total variance (table 2).
Because the difference between the two AccTs (208C versus
288C) represent the range between approximately optimal
and stressful temperatures for most clones studied, we believe
that the magnitude of the AccT effect would not increase
if additional, more extreme temperature treatments were
added. Some of our clones do not reproduce at temperatures
above 298C.
Among the three climate proxies tested, only the AHT_
warmest was a significant predictor of temperature tolerance.
Although correlated with AHT_warmest, the climate aggregates limited to the months when Daphnia are present in the
plankton are not good predictors of temperature tolerance.
Likewise, latitude of the site of Daphnia clone origin is not a
strong predictor of temperature tolerance. If latitude were to

log (Timm)

4.5

4.0
}3

3.5
15

20
25
30
warmest month average high, T (°C)

35

Figure 1. Time until immobilization (+1 s.e.; Timm, min., natural logarithmtransformed) as a function of average high temperature of the warmest
month at the clone’s site of origin and acclimatization temperature (open
symbols, 288C; filled symbols, 208C).
Table 2. General linear model of the effects of acclimatization temperature
(AccT) on time until immobilization, Timm, using average high temperature
of the warmest month of each clone’s site of geographical origin
2
¼ 0:81:
(AHT_warmest) as a covariable. radj
source

d.f.

MS

F ratio

p

179.02

2.4  10216

AccT

1

4.2348

AHT_warmest
AccT  AHT_

1
1

0.2620
0.0002

40

0.0237

warmest
error

11.08
0.0102

0.0057a
0.92

a

Bonferroni factor of 3 applied to account for the choice of climatic proxy
out of three correlated aggregates.
be used instead of AHT_warmest in the analysis presented in
table 2, then it would only approach significance.

(b) Testing for the effect of potentially
confounding factors
Because temperature affects certain Daphnia life-history and
physiological traits that may influence the experimental
result for phenotypic plasticity, we tested for the effect of
Daphnia nutritional condition at the time of the experiment.
Short-term food availability (females fed versus unfed within
8 h of the experiment) had no effect on Timm (figure 2a and
table 3). On the other hand, long-term nutritional manipulation
had a significant effect on Timm: Daphnia reared on limited food
had about 25–30% higher Timm than those reared on excess
food (figure 2b and table 3). AccT was highly significant in
both experiments, but in neither comparison was the feeding
condition by AccT interaction significant. Given that the
higher AccT caused some nutritional stress and that both

Proc. R. Soc. B 281: 20132744

Using temperature records from weather stations nearest to each
Daphnia clones’ sites of origin, we calculated three proxies of
climatic conditions likely to represent exposure to high temperatures in Daphnia clones’ recent evolutionary history: (i) average
high temperature of the warmest month (AHT_warmest);
(ii) average high temperature of the warmest month when
Daphnia populations are planktonic; and (iii) the midpoint between
average high and low temperatures of the months when Daphnia
are planktonic. The choice of the proxy serving as the best predictor
of time until immobilization was accomplished by the stepwise
multiple regression platform in the JMP statistical package [52]
with AccT as a covariable, using the ‘forward’ model building
option and minimized corrected Akaike information criterion
as the stopping rule. This analysis resulted in the inclusion of
AHT_warmest effect into the model ( p , 0.002) and exclusion
of the two other proxies ( p . 0.5 for each). In this and further analyses, AccT was treated as the fixed effect, AHT_warmest as a
continuous covariable and Timm values were log-transformed to
reach a normal distribution. Analysis of local adaptation assumes
that populations are the units of replication and using multiple
observations per clone would generate pseudo-replication. Therefore, we used the means of Timm per clone and treatment group for
the analysis. Because AHT_warmest was chosen as the strongest
effect of three correlated climatic proxies, a Bonferroni correction
was applied to the p-value reported for this factor by multiplying
the raw p-value by the factor of 3.
Feeding condition experiments conducted on subsets of
clones were analysed in a similar manner, except that we used
clones and their interactions as random effects in the initial
analysis. These random effects were found to be non-significant
(the lowest observed p . 0.15) and therefore were removed
from the model, thus pooling the random variance associated
with clones with the residual variance. Response variable Timm
was log-transformed in all cases.
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(b)

5.0
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log (Timm)

(a)

4.5

4.0

3.5
20

28

28

acclimatization temperature (°C)

Figure 2. Time until immobilization (Timm) tested under short-term (8 h, (a)) and long-term (one generation, (b)) nutritional manipulation. Black/white symbols as
in figure 1. Solid black or white, Daphnia fed at high food level; cross-hatched pattern, Daphnia fed limited food.
Table 3. General linear mixed model for the effects of acclimatization temperature (AccT) and (a) short-term and (b) long-term nutritional manipulation. In all
tests, the clone effect was not signiﬁcant and was pooled with the residual variance.
source

d.f.

2
¼ 0:74)
(a) short-term nutritional (food) manipulation (radj:
AccT
1

food
AccT  food
error

1
1

food
AccT  food
error

F

p

8.033

138.9

3.3  10215

0.036
0.067

44

(b) long-term nutritional (food) manipulation
AccT
1

MS

0.62
1.15

0.43
0.29

0.058
2
(radj

¼ 0:82)
5.648

1
1

0.708
0.006

44

0.29

factors (nutritional stress and high temperature) cause an
increase in Timm, our estimate of the plastic response to higher
AccT might be overestimated. However, given that the effect
of long-term food stress was smaller than the overall effect
observed for AccT (27.5% increase from low-to-high food
versus 49.6% increase from low-to-high AccT in the same
clones), we conclude that the AccT effect observed in our main
experiments is only slightly overestimated by the interaction
with long-term feeding conditions.

195.4
24.5
0.201

8.6  10218
1.1  1025
0.65

and other aquatic poikilotherms (for review, see [9,55]). We
also found a strong signature of local adaptation, with
clones from warmer climatic backgrounds having higher tolerance. There was no significant interaction between the
effects of our climate proxy and of the AccT, indicating that
the acclimatization effect did not differ systematically with
the local temperature estimate (figure 1).

(a) Temperature tolerance shows local adaptation
(c) Haemoglobin concentration
Timm increased with haemoglobin absorption peak height across
the two AccTs (figure 3a). This effect differed locally, as haemoglobin peak height correlated positively with AHT_warmest
(figure 3b and table 4). Interestingly, the haemoglobin-specific
absorption peak height showed a significant AHT_warmest by
AccT interaction (figure 3b,c). In 288C, clones from warmer climates showed a significantly higher degree of haemoglobin
upregulation than clones from colder climates, whereas at
208C, this effect was not observed (figure 3b).

4. Discussion
Our study found that the strongest factor influencing high
temperature tolerance of Daphnia magna was AccT, which corroborates with previous results both for Daphnia [51,53,54]

In selection experiments, different temperature regimes can
quickly shape genotype composition, life-history traits and
temperature tolerance in Daphnia [56–58]. Because the geographical range of D. magna covers a broad span of climate
conditions, we expected to find evidence for local adaptation
to temperatures. Indeed, we observed that a high tolerance to
temperature correlates with the average high air temperature
of the warmest month at the site of clone origin, suggesting
that D. magna from warmer climates are able to tolerate a
lethal temperature longer than those from colder climates,
even though all animals were pre-acclimatized in the laboratory to the same temperatures. Given the wide geographical
range (in terms of latitude, longitude and elevation) from
which our 22 genotypes were collected, it is unlikely that
this pattern is caused by chance events (genetic drift, bottlenecks). Furthermore, D. magna is known to exhibit extensive
gene flow and very little geographical structure across

Proc. R. Soc. B 281: 20132744
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log (Timm)

4.5

Source
4.0

3.5
0

0.04
H576

0.06

0.08

0.10

0.10

p

AccT

1

0.0061

46.02

3.8  1028

AHT_warmest
AccT  AHT_

1
1

0.0021
0.0011

15.70
8.46

0.0003
0.018a

40

0.00013

warmest
error

The p-value for AHT_warmest was Bonferroni corrected to account for the
choice of climatic proxy out of three correlated aggregates.

0.06
DH576

F

a

0.08

0.04
0.02
0
15

20

25

30

35

30

35

AHT_warmest (°C)

–0.02
(c)
0.10
0.08
0.06
H576

MS

0.04
0.02
0
15
–0.02

20

25
AHT_warmest (°C)

Figure 3. (a) Time until immobilization (Timm; +1 s.e.) in Daphnia acclimatized to either 208C (filled circles) or 288C (open circles) plotted against the
relative haemoglobin absorbance peak height at 576 nm (H576; +1 s.e.).
(b) The difference between the relative haemoglobin absorbance peak height
20
at 576 nm in 288C and in 208C (DH576 ¼ H28
576 –H576) as a function of average
high temperature of the warmest month at the clones’ site of origin. Bars are
standard errors. Coefficient of correlation ¼ 0.60, p , 0.0011. (Bonferroni
factor of 3 applied to account for the choice of climatic proxy out of three correlated aggregates.) (c) Same data as on (b) plotted for each acclimatization
temperature separately. Linear regression coefficients for 208C and 288C are
0.00049 (s.e. ¼ 0.00045, p . 0.1) and 0.00319 (s.e. ¼ 0.00081, p ,
0008); heterogeneity of slopes p , 0.006.
Europe [59], making it unlikely that temperature tolerance
reflects common ancestry. Thus, we strongly believe that
the described pattern of high temperature tolerance is the
result of local natural selection.
It should be noted that we do not know which phenotype—
heat tolerance or heat sensitivity—is ancestral in D. magna.
In a geographically more restricted study [25] with North
American Daphnia pulex, it was possible to use glacial history

to conclude that cold-water-adapted, heat-sensitive genotypes
represent the ancestral condition, but this approach is not possible for the current set of populations. It is therefore impossible
to exclude a scenario implying the loss of tolerance in populations from the coldest habitats rather than gain of tolerance
in those from the warmest habitats.
Our finding is consistent with the north–south difference
in high temperature tolerance observed in North American
D. pulex [25], although it is not fully consistent with other
traits, such as growth and metabolic rates previously observed
in clones of different latitudinal origins [24,25]. The likelihood
of observing a latitudinal correlation of temperature tolerance
probably depends strongly on the choice of the tolerance
indicator and climatic proxy used. For example, Mitchell &
Lampert [25] observed that southern clones have a higher
growth rate at 20–238C, but do not differ from the northern
clones in the shape of growth rate reaction norm, which led
them to conclude that among-population differences are not
a manifestation of local adaptation. Chopelet et al. [24] found
evidence of higher oxygen consumption by southern clones
at higher temperatures and vice versa, but this correlation
was evident for only one of the two southern locations they
sampled. Thus, local thermal adaptation and its possible
mechanisms have been elusive in Daphnia studies. Our study
improved on previous attempts in two ways: we used locally
recorded long-term averaged temperature data, which reflect
local conditions better than latitude as a proxy for temperature.
Second, we used a different variable to estimate high temperature tolerance: time to immobility at a temperature deadly in
the longer run (378C). Both these improvements are easy to
implement and may be used in further studies.
Local adaptation to high temperature tolerance has
been observed in a large number of studies, in particular in
Drosophila, in which heat tolerance within a species has
been repeatedly observed to negatively correlate with latitude
and altitude [60 –62] (see Schoville et al. [39] for a review).
A similar pattern has been observed in a variety of other
terrestrial and aquatic ectotherms, including crustaceans
[39,63,64]. One pattern emerging from these studies is that
short-term exposure measurements (lethal temperatures,
knockout times) typically correlate with climate of populations’ origin better than long-term measurements such as
thermal optima [65]. Our finding of a correlation between
heat tolerance in an acute experiment and climate at the geographical origin of our clones is in good concordance with
these previous studies.
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(b)

0.02

d.f.
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Table 4. The effect of acclimatization temperature (AccT) and average high
monthly temperature of the warmest month at the clone’s site of origin
(AHT_warmest) on relative height of haemoglobin absorption peak at
2
¼ 0:61:
576 nm (log-transformed). radj

(a) 5.0
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(b) Haemoglobin expression
Haemoglobin has been shown to play an important role
in temperature acclimatization in Daphnia [42,43,51] and
other aquatic organisms [69,70]. Our haemoglobin data are
consistent with these studies. However, we uncovered a further
effect: the upregulation of haemoglobins during acclimatization to higher temperature revealed significant genotypic
variation (table 4 and figure 3) in which some clones acclimatized to 288C did not respond by increasing haemoglobin,
whereas others increased it three- to fourfold. The strength of
this upregulation correlates positively with temperatures at
the sites of origin (figure 3), suggesting that plasticity in upregulation of haemoglobin might be locally adapted. While our
results observed in Daphnia clones from warmer climates
corroborate previous findings on the role of haemoglobin upregulation in coping with high temperature for Daphnia
[42,43,51,71], they raise a question about the nature of heat
acclimatization in genotypes from cold environments, which
to the best of our knowledge had previously not been tested.
Daphnia magna from cold climates are able to acclimatize to
high temperatures equally well as D. magna from warm climates,
but without upregulation of haemoglobin. Thus, haemoglobin
upregulation is not the only, or perhaps even not the most
important, mechanism of heat acclimatization in this system,
and there are apparently different mechanisms that Daphnia
from different climatic regions use to differing degrees.
Why is high haemoglobin expression not constitutive in
Daphnia? An obvious speculation is that haemoglobin synthesis
is costly. Selection, therefore, should favour plasticity in haemoglobin expression in habitats with variable temperatures (i.e. in
seasonal environments), and constitutive expression in more
constant habitats (less seasonal environments). This is opposite
of what we found. Northern populations undergo extreme seasonal fluctuations but show the least plasticity in haemoglobin
expression in our study. It has also been suggested that
the higher visibility of haemoglobin-rich Daphnia is costly in
the presence of visual fish predators (cf. [72]), so that

5. Conclusion
Thermal acclimatization and local adaptation are believed
to determine the fate of species facing climatic change
[9,73]. We demonstrated that high temperature tolerance in
geographically diverse genotypes of D. magna shows evidence for local, climatically determined adaptation.
Animals from warmer climates show tolerance, but also
higher plasticity for haemoglobin upregulation. This raises
questions about the mechanisms and costs of such adaptation
and about the species’ ability to evolve to new conditions,
which will be important for predicting the evolutionary
response of plankton to rising temperatures.
Daphnia, an ecologically important component of freshwater
plankton, seems to possess a sufficient safety zone for future
adaptation to changing temperatures, as local selection appears
to shape its temperature response rather well, operating both
on plastic responses and on the mean ability to cope with
temperature. Along with the well-documented upregulation
of haemoglobin expression, Daphnia also seems to use other
responses. These may include metabolic compensation [74,75]
or membrane restructuring [76], which have been documented
in other organisms, but are not yet well characterized in Daphnia.
The further step in the studies of Daphnia thermal acclimatization may be addressing the question of whether the observed
acclimatization changes incur a cost in terms of adjusting physiology and biochemistry or a cost of miss-acclimatization in the
case of rapidly changing environment.
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